
Chapter Five, Tutorial Six 
Putting it All Together: Safeguards and Strategies for More Complex 

Derivations  

Reasoning is often complicated. In this tutorial we consider strategy for working on more difficult or 

complicated problems and safeguards against common errors. And we'll put everything we learn together to 

show how derivations are good tests for logical equivlance, logical truth, and of course validity of arguments.  

But first let's think about some safeguards against common pitfalls... 

Safeguards 

As derivations get more difficult you may sometimes feel the need to "cheat" on the rules just to do 

something...anything...to get started on the derivation! Unfortunately, this desperation leads to misapplication 

of rules and incorrect derivations. The solution is to learn strategies for proceeding. We will look to these 

strategies later in this tutorial. But we begin by looking at common pitfalls to avoid. 

ALERT!   

Here is a first pitfall: I've noticed that a lot of people make one simple mistake: They look at a line that says 

something like  

Premise  1     A>(B&C)  

and then type  

1 MP   ....    A 

This is wrong! The rule MP requires two inputs! Make sure you know why. 

(Moral: You should know your rules very well by now.)  

Consider the following argument. 

[A>(B=L)] & [C=(X&(B>L))] 
            A              

B>L  

A mess! At first, it's hard to even begin to think about this problem. And easy to try to make a "short-cut" not 

sanctioned by our SD rules. So, let's look at it and see how to avoid these mistakes. 

Of course, because you are attempting to show this argument valid by using a derivation of 'B>L' , you will 

take the two premises as lines one and two of a derivation beginning as follows. 

Premise 1. [A>(B=L)]&[C=(X&(B>L))] 

Premise 2.   A 

??? 3.  ??? 
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But line 1 is so complicated, you may want to despair at finding something to do at line 3.  

  

But don't! Despair-and-Assume is the first pitfall. It makes many students want to simply assume the goal, e.g., 

to take line 3 to be 'B>L' justified by "Assumption". One is allowed to do this, but it is no help toward what we 

need: 'B>L' outside any subderivation. Besides, when you make an assumption, you are trying to prove it 

wrong, not true. 

However, there's no need to despair and just start making assumptions. In the pages ahead, we will discover all 

sorts of strategies for doing derivations. So, hang tough and you will soon be used to complicated derivations. 

Now, line 3 needs to be something. The second pitfall... 

...is short-cutting a derivation by making up a rule to illicitly jump to a desired conclusion. For example... 

Premise 1. [A=(B=L)]&[C=(X&(B>L))] 

Premise 2.   A 

1 &E 3.   B>L     (Mistake!) 

Now, what's the mistake here?  

1. '&' is not the main connective of 1.  

2. The justification should be '1,2 &E'.  

3. 'B>L' is not one of the immediate components of the main connective of 1 (the first 
ampersand!).  
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Right? The answer is 3. One uses rules of inference only on the main connective. &E works only when 

one of the sentence’s immediate components is entered.  

So, for our current example, we may only apply &E to the conjuncts (here the components in brackets) of line 

1. 

Premise 1. [A=(B=L)]&[C=(X&(B>L))] 

Premise 2.   A 

1 &E 3.   A=(B=L)  

??? 4.  ??? 

Now, what to do at line 4?  

The third pitfall is to randomly apply rules to the sentences at our disposal. For instance, the following 

derivations on line 4 and 5 are correct according to the rules but not useful in showing the argument (with 

conclusion 'B>L') is valid. 

Premise 1. [A=(B=L)]&[C=(X&(B>L))] 

Premise 2.   A 

1 &E 3.   A=(B=L)  

2 vI 4.   Av(B>L) 

3,4 &I 5.  [A=(B=L)]&[Av(B>L)] 

Lines 4 and 5 just lead us off to who knows where. We could continue to apply vI and &I to produce longer 

and longer sentences until computer memory or our time on Earth is exhausted! But let's not. 

To avoid the pitfall of random rule application...  

...you should think about strategy. We'll go into details of strategy analysis in a couple of pages. But for now, 

strategy is just looking ahead toward ultimate goals -- how your derivation needs to end -- and thinking about 

how to proceed toward that end.  

For the derivation at hand we need only think about the conclusion 'B>L'. How do we work toward deriving 

it? 

Premise 1. [A=(B=L)]&[C=(X&(B>L))] 

Premise 2.   A 

1 &E 3.   A=(B=L)  

??? 4. ??? 

1. One should notice that 2 and 3 fit together with our new derived rule of 
=E so that line 4 can be 'B=L'.  

2. One should assume 'B>L'  
3. One should use EQ on line 3.  
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So, one might well proceed as follows. 

Premise 1. [A=(B=L)]&[C=(X&(B>L))] 

Premise 2.   A 

1 &E 3.   A=(B=L)  

2,3 =E  4.   B=L 

4 EQ  5. (B>L)&(L>B) 

5 &E  6.  B>L 

So, we are done pretty easily.  

There are a few rules of strategy that work well in most cases.  

Rules of Strategy for SD Derivations:  

1. Goal Analysis: Make sure you are very clear on your goal. Here we were asked to prove 

'B>L'. Only rules or strategies that had to do with this goal, it's atomic components ('B' and 

'L'), and it's main connective '>', are likely relevant.  

2. Output the Goal: When the goal has a main connective, you should look for rules that will 

"output" a sentence with that main connective. Rules like HS or IM will sometimes work 

when your main connective is horseshoe. But EQ is also a good option (see line 5). Also, an 

'I' rule like '&I' will clearly output a sentence with main connective '&'.  

3. Pattern Matching: And it's good to see what premises and other accessible lines you have 

to work with. So, at line 3 you know that rules like =E and EQ can be helpful (because they 

allow you to break down or analyze sentences with main connective '='.) Also, '&E' will 

always work when you have a sentence like the one on line 5 -- easy pattern matching -- all 

you need is a main connective '&'.  

4. RD, when all else fails: try RD. For example, if you had not seen that EQ would do the 

trick above, you could have assumed '~(B>L)' and derived a contradiction by IM and DM.)  

  

Let's see this 1, 2, 3, 4 strategy at work on this one. 

  

Suppose that we are asked to prove that the following argument is valid.  

F>G 
  ~GvH    

F>H    

We have been showing arguments valid by derivation throughout this chapter. Still let's get clear on the 

definition. 

To show an argument valid in SD, simply derive its conclusion from it's 

premises. 
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Keep in mind that "derive" here means that the conclusion needs to be in the main derivation column and not 

in a subderivation. The subderivation is not nearly good enough: everything in a subderivation is suspect and 

there to be shown false! 

 

  

  

  

  

  

  

So, there is an easy way to do this one, but...  

...let's suppose that we don't notice that HS and IM will work in two steps to finish by line 4! (You wouldn't 

see this easy way at first, would you? That takes practice. More on the easy way in a moment.) 

  

So let's say we get to the "when all else fails" step. Well,  then the derivation will get  a bit longer, but you can 

just do some of the things we got used to in 5.1-5.4. 

So, let's say we don't know what else to do to derive our goal 'F>H'. 

  

In this case, you , scratch your head a few 

times, and seeing nothing else to do, go to 

4: RD and the assumption of the opposite 

of your goal. 

  

OK, let's see where we'd go from here. 

  

Now, notice that the assumption on line 

3 is like so many others we've seen. It's 

a negation of a conditional. Complex 

negations almost always are broken 

down by DM and that requires we first 
do IM. 
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But we made the assumption of '~(F>H)' on line 3 to show that it is false! We need a contradiction. So let's use 

1 and 2 along with 6 to show '~(F>H)' could not be true. But this is familiar stuff: 

 

We just apply the standard rules to lines 

6, then 7, and then 8. 

It takes very little extra work from here 

to get the contradiction: 'H' and '~H' on 

lines 10 and 11.  

(Notice that 'G' and '~~G' not don't 

contradict each other, a contradiction is 

always one sentence and its negation. 

  

  

 

 

So, we can finish by RD:  

 

This looks complicated. But remember that this is made up of 1) the assumption for contradiction at line 3, 2) 
our usual way of handing a negation on lines 4-6, and 3) a few of our oldest rules to get the contradiction of 10 

and 11. 
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Simple Way: But there is an easier way if we think about rules that lead to the goal and pattern matching for 

the two premises. Let's see it! 

  

  

 

OK, then, our derivation can be done quite simply if we can only do the right pattern matching: 

If you think about HS as a way to prove your ultimate goal 'F>H'. This makes you think about a preliminary 

goal (here 'G>H') that will suggest IM.  Seeing the problem in this way, doing the goal analysis to the point of 

having preliminary goals based on seeing the right patterns, takes time. But with a little practice, it saves lots 

of time.  

However, if you don't see the patterns fairly quickly, just assume the opposite of your ultimate goal and go 

through the longer proof by RD. 

Either way, keep our four point strategy in mind: 

1. Goal analysis: Make sure you have a goal at all times during a derivation. Sometimes a goal 

is a given (e.g., something you are asked to derive). Sometimes you need to figure one out 

preliminary goals to help prove the ultimate goal.  

2. Output for the Goal: Think about rules that output a sentence with the form of the goal. 

3. Pattern Matching: Think about rules that will fit the accessible lines on your derivation.  

4. RD, when all else fails: Just assume the "opposite" of the goal and show this leads to a 

contradiction within the subderivation.  
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